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Abstract: - This paper proposes two appropriate security schemes for protecting consumer electronic 
applications in mobile agent based networks. As far as mobile agent security is concerned, we develop a proxy 
signature scheme for protecting mobile agents against malicious agent hosts using the ECC-based self-certified 
public key cryptosystem. The proposed proxy signature scheme can protect users’ private keys, and provide the 
fairness of contracts signed by agents. In addition, based on the proposed proxy signature scheme, we further 
design a proxy authenticated encryption scheme so that the signature of the contracts will satisfy users’ 
constraints, and the non-repudiation of servers can be achieved. Furthermore, we also implement the proposed 
security schemes to achieve security requirements of confidentiality, integrity, and non-repudiation for 
protecting Linux-based mobile agents in an electronic auction application. Hence, we affirm that the proposed 
security schemes are suitable for protecting consumer electronic applications in mobile-agent-based network 
environments. 
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1  Introduction 
In recent years, there are many business applications 
based on mobile agents on the Internet. Those agents 
of business applications usually provide 
personalization, automation, intelligence, etc. 
However, it also results in many security threats such 
as stealing data from hosts by agents and tampering 
constraints of agents by hosts. For instance, when a 
mobile agent carrying a user’s private key roams 
among servers on the Internet, the agent may find a 
bid satisfies the user’s constraints, and then sign the 
bid [1, 17]. However, users will not wish to equip 
agents with their private signature keys when the 
agents may execute on distrusted agent hosts [9, 15, 
16]. In this paper, we will develop security schemes 
based on cryptographic solutions [10, 15] for the 
prevention of agent tampering. 

This paper develops a proxy signature scheme and 
a proxy authenticated encryption scheme for 
protecting mobile agents against malicious agent 
hosts using the ECC-based self-certified public key 
cryptosystem proposed by Tsaur [8]. The proposed 
security schemes are constructed using the ECC, and 
it also integrates the self-certified public key 
cryptosystem [2, 12-14] to provide higher security 
strength. The proposed proxy signature scheme can 

protect users’ private keys, and provide the fairness 
of contracts signed by agents. Furthermore, we 
employ the proposed proxy signature scheme to 
further design a proxy authenticated encryption 
scheme so that the signature of the contracts will 
satisfy users’ constraints, and the non-repudiation of 
servers can be achieved. In summary, these proposed 
schemes are able to accomplish the security 
requirements of confidentiality, integrity, and 
non-repudiation for protecting mobile agents in 
electronic business applications. Also, we implement 
the proposed security schemes for protecting an 
electronic auction application in Linux-based mobile 
agent networks. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, based on the ECC-based self-certified 
public key cryptosystem, the proxy signature scheme 
and proxy authenticated encryption scheme are 
constructed for protecting mobile-agent-based 
consumer electronic applications. In Section 3, 
security analyses about attacks on the proposed 
schemes consolidate the feasibility of the schemes. 
Section 4 presents the implementation of the 
proposed schemes on an electronic auction 
application. Finally, some concluding remarks are 
given in Section 5. 
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2  Security Schemes For Mobile Agent 
Based Consumer Electronic 
Applications 

In this section, several security schemes constructed 
using the efficient public key cryptosystem [8] are 
designed for protecting consumer electronic 
applications in mobile agent based networks.  

A.  Initialization 
The entities in the system are a system authority 
(SA), users (Ui), hosts (Hi), and mobile agents (MA) 
generated by specific users. Assume that SA is 
responsible for user and host registration and key 
generation. We first define the notations used in the 
proposed schemes as follows: 
 p: a field size, where p is typically either an odd 

prime or a power of 2 in general applications, and 
its length is about 160 bits. 

 an elliptic curve E over 
pF : 

E: y2 = x3 + ax + b, where the two field elements 
pFba ∈,  and 4a3+27b2≠0 (mod p), and all the 

points (x, y), 
pp FyFx ∈∈ , , on E form the set of 

E(
pF ) containing a point O called the point at 

infinity[6]. 
 B: a base point of order n over E(

pF ), where n is a 
large prime (160 bits) and the number of 

pF -rational points on E denoted by # E(
pF ), is 

divisible by n. 
 sSA: SA's private key, where SAs ]2,2[ −∈ n . 
 PSA: SA's public key, where BsP SASA ⋅=  (“ ⋅ ” 

means the multiplication of a number and an 
elliptic curve point.). 

 h(.): a one-way hash function that accepts a 
variable length input and produces a fixed length 
output value j, where j ]2,2[ −∈ n  and its length 
is 160 bits. The one-way hash function h(.) should 
satisfy the properties [3] that given h(x), it is 
computationally infeasible to find xx ≠′  such 
that )()( xhxh =′ , meanwhile, )()( xhxh ≠′  if and 
only if xx ≠′ . 

 Px: the x-coordinate of point P.  

 After that, SA publishes E, B, p, n, SAP and h, while 
keeping SAs secret. Based on the efficient public key 
cryptosystem proposed by Tsaur [8], Ui and Hi then 
obtain their public-key/private-key pair Pu/su and Ph/ 
sh, respectively.  

B. The Proposed Proxy Signature Scheme 
The proposed proxy signature scheme can hide users’ 

private keys and provide the fairness of contracts. In 
the following, we first define the notations used in 
the proposed schemes, and then show the steps in the 
commission phase, the transaction phase and the 
verification phase, respectively. 
 
[Notations] 

Ui: a user who generates the mobile agent (MA). 
Hi: a host who executes the mobile agent in the 

agent platform.  
M: the content of the contract, where M = {0,1}* 

denotes that the message space is {0,1}*, and its 
size is n. 

N: constraints of a user, including description of 
goods, maximum price, delivery data, issuing 
time of constraint, etc. The requirements with 
constraints are assigned to MA by user Ui. 

w: the delegation warrant for MA, which is 
empowered by Ui, including agent name, routing 
lists, user identity IDi, user’s public key Pi, 
allotted time and other public information. 

||: a symbol denoting concatenation. 
 

[Commission Phase]: Preparing the Agent 

Step 1. Ui establishes his/her requirements with 
constraints N to limit the power of hosts. Ui 
then computes 

),(and)( yx DDBdDNhd =⋅==   
Step 2. Ui computes )||( xDwhc = . 
Step 3. Ui uses his/her private key su to calculate 

)(mod nscdr u⋅−= . 
Step 4. Ui assigns the requirement lists (c, r, w) to 

MA, and launches MA to search a specific 
product through networks. 

 
[Transaction Phase]: Executing the Agent 

When host Hi generates a bid that conforms to Ui’s 
requirements, MA and Hi will negotiate to sign a 
contract. They take the following steps to perform the 
transaction: 
Step 1.When Hi receives the requirement list (c, r, w), 

it can obtain Ui’s Iu and public key Pu from 
the warrant w, and then calculate 

SAuuxuuu PnIhPBIhPV ⋅++⋅+= ]mod))([()(  
Step 2. Hi computes uVcBrD ⋅+⋅='          (2) 
Step 3. Hi verifies whether the equation h(w || D’x) = 

c holds. If the result is correct, (c, r, w) is a 
valid requirement list, and Hi then goes to 
Step 4; otherwise, Hi rejects the transaction. 

Step 4. Hi chooses a random integer t ]2,2[ −∈ n , and 
computes ),(]mod)[( yx EEBnrtE =⋅⋅= , where 
E is a message denoted the bidding 
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information and dealings information. 
Step 5. MA negotiates with Hi, and makes a dealings 

contract M. Then Hi computes g = h(M || Ex). 
Step 6. Hi uses its private key sh to compute 

)(mod nsgrty h⋅−⋅= . 
Step 7. Hi attaches to MA the requirement list, 

bidding information, and the contract, ((c, r, 
w), (g, y, M)), and then MA comes back to Ui. 

 
[Verification Phase]: Verifying the Signature 

When Ui receives the message from MA, he/she 
can verify the validity of his/her purchase as follows: 
Step 1. A verifier or Ui can take Hi’s  Ih and Ph from 

the received message, ((c, r, w), (g, y, M)). 
The verifier computes 

SAhhxhhh PnIhPBIhPV ⋅++⋅+= ]mod))([()(  to 
check the validity of signature. 

Step 2. The verifier computes 
)','(' yxu DDVcBrD =⋅+⋅= , and 
)','(' yxh EEVgByE =⋅+⋅=       (3) 

Step 3. The verifier checks whether the equation 
cDwh x =)'||(  holds. If it is correct, Hi is a 

valid proxy signer; otherwise, the verifier 
rejects the message ((c, r, w), (g, y, M)). 

Step 4. The verifier checks whether the equation 
gEMh x =)'||(  holds. If it is true, (g, y, M) is 

a valid proxy signature subject to the 
constraints of the requirements. 

  

C.  The Proposed Proxy Authenticated 
Encryption Scheme 

The proposed proxy signature scheme can hide users’ 
private keys, but the transmitted messages are 
plaintexts on the networks. Therefore, due to the 
requirement of confidentiality, we also construct a 
proxy authenticated encryption scheme for 
mobile-agent-based networks using the above 
proposed proxy signature scheme. We first define the 
notations used in the scheme, and then show the steps 
in each phase as follows.  

 
[Notations] 

V : a third-party authority or any unspecified verifier  
⊕ : bitwise exclusive-or operator. 
 
[Proxy Authorization] 

In this phase, host Hi uses a proxy key to sign the 
contract subject to the constraints of the user. It is 
exactly the same as Step 1 to Step 5 of the transaction 
phase in the proposed proxy signature scheme.  

In order to generate a proxy key PS , Hi uses its 

private key hs to generate )(mod nsgrS hP ⋅+= , 
where g = )||( xEMh is a hashed bidding information. 
 
[Proxy Authenticated Encryption] 

In this phase, host Hi can 
proxy-authenticated-encrypt the contract M, and 
create a valid authenticated encryption message to 
the user. In addition, the contract contains a specific 
redundancy.  
Step 1. The host Hi obtains Ui’s IDu and public key 
Pu . 
Step 2. Hi computes 

 SAuuxuuu PnIhPBIhPV ⋅++⋅+= ]mod))([()(  
Step 3. Hi randomly chooses two integers t, 

u ]2,2[ −∈ n , and then calculates the following 
equations: 

 T= ),( yx TTBt =⋅  
r = M )( xTh⊕  
s = t + h(r) ⋅ Sp )(mod n  
C1 = Bu ⋅  
U = ),( yxu UUVu =⋅  
C2 = r )( xUh⊕  

Step 4. Hi attaches the authenticated encryption 
message {C1, C2, s} and the hashed bidding 
information g to the mobile agent, and then 
send back to the user. Notice that the 
message (or contract) is not a plaintext.  

 
[Proxy Authenticated Decryption] 

Step 1. Upon receiving {C1, C2, s}, Ui uses his/her 
private key su to recover r as follows: 

r = C2⊕ h(X( 1us C⋅ ))                 (4) 
Step 2. Ui further computes 

SAhhxhhh PnIhPBIhPV ⋅++⋅+= ]mod))([()(   
and 

   
Phup VVgVcDBS =⋅+⋅−=⋅      (5) 

Then he/she performs the following equation to 
recover the contract M from (r, s). 

M = r⊕ h( ))(( pVrhBsX ⋅−⋅ )          (6) 
Step 3. Ui verifies the authenticated encryption 

message for M by checking whether the 
validity of attached redundancy holds. If the 
redundancy is valid, then {C1, C2, s} is a 
valid authenticated encryption message. 

 
[Signature Verification] 

In this phase, a third-party authority V can arbitrate 
the dispute between users (customers) and hosts 
(servers). Thus, the authenticated encryption message 
has no need to be secret. Furthermore, Ui can release 
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(r, s) to V to verify the validity of the signature.  
The third party V, who receives (r, s), can recover 

M by performing formula (6), and check the attached 
redundancy to verify the signature. 

 

3  Security Analysis 
The security of the proposed schemes is primarily 
relied on the difficulties of solving elliptic curve 
discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) [5-7, 11] and 
one-way hash function (OWHF). The security 
analyses of the proposed security schemes for mobile 
agent based consumer electronic applications are 
discussed in the following. 

 
 [Proposed Proxy Signature Scheme] 

 We will discuss the security of the proposed proxy 
signature scheme as follows: 

1. Revealing the user‘s (original signer’s) private key 
a. It is computationally infeasible for an attacker 

to obtain user’s private key su from the user’s 
requirement list (c, r, w). Although an attacker can 
get c and r, he/she cannot derive su from the 
equation )(mod nscdr u⋅−= without knowing d.  

b. An attacker can get user’s public key Pu from 
the public channel, but he/she cannot derive su 
from Pu. It is protected by the ECDL assumption 
that we have mentioned in the security analysis of 
proposed PKC. 

2. Revealing the host‘s (proxy signer’s) private key 
a. An attacker may acquire the contract (g, y, M). 

However, without knowing t, he/she cannot derive 
the host’s private key sh from the equation 

)(mod nsgrty h⋅−⋅= .  
b. Because of the ECDL assumption, it is 

computaionally infeasible for an attacker to derive 
the host’s private key sh from the corresponding 
public key Ph.  

3. Acquiring the user’s constraints N (or d) 
a. Because it is computationally infeasible for 

an attacker to obtain user’s private key su from the 
user’s requirement list (c, r, w). Thus, the attacker 
cannot derive N from the equation 

)(mod nscdr u⋅−= without knowing su and d. 
Moreover, based on the OWHF assumption, it is 
hard to compute N from d.  

b. An attacker can obtain D = D’ = uVcBr ⋅+⋅  
from the requirement list, and then he/she may try 
to derive d from the equation 

.BdD ⋅= However, it will face the intractability 
of solving the ECDLP.   

4. Acquiring the host’s random integer t 
a. An attacker can obtain (g, y, M) from the 

public  channel, but it is computationally 
infeasible to derive t from the equation 

)(mod nsgrty h⋅−⋅=  because of without knowing 
sh.  

b. An attacker can derive E = E’ = hVgBy ⋅+⋅  
from the message (g, y, M), but he/she still cannot 
derive t from E = Bnrt ⋅⋅ ]mod)[( , because it will 
also face the intractability of solving the ECDLP. 

5. Forging a valid requirement list (c, r, w) 
Consider the scenario that an attacker attempts 

to forge a requirement list (c’, r’, w’). The attacker 
can create a fake warrant w’, and then he/she 
selects a random number d’ to compute 

BdD ⋅= '' and c’ = h(w’||D’x). Finally, he/she may 
attempt to compute r’ which satisfies 

)(mod''' nscdr u⋅−= . However, the attacker cannot 
get su, thus he/she still cannot find out r’ to satisfy 
the equation.  

6. Forging a valid contract (g, y, M) 
If an attacker wants to forge a contract (g’, y’, 

M’), then he/she needs to choose a random number 
t’, and computes E’ = Bnrt ⋅⋅ ]mod)'[(  and g’ = 
h(M’||E’x). However, because he/she cannot obtain 
the host’s private key sh, he/she cannot find out y’ 
to satisfy the equation )(mod nsgrty h⋅−⋅= . 

 
[Proposed Authenticated Encryption Scheme] 

A secure authenticated encryption scheme should 
satisfy the security requirements of confidentiality, 
unforgeability, and non-repudiation [4]. According to 
the three security requirements, we can analysis the 
proposed proxy authenticated encryption scheme as 
follows: 

1. Confidentiality of the signed messages 
If an attacker tries to recover the signed 

message M from the authenticated encryption 
message {C1, C2, s}, then he/she should recover r 
first, and he/she will encounter the intractability of 
solving the OWHF assumption and ECDL 
problems. 

2. Confidentiality of the signer’s private key 
An attacker cannot derive the signer’s private 

key form either the authenticated encryption 
message {C1, C2, s} or the signature (r, s) which 
has been released, because he/she will face the 
difficulty of solving the OWHF assumption and 
ECDL problems. 

3. Unforgeability of the authenticated encryption 
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messages 
Consider the scenario that an attacker attempts 

to masquerade in creating a false message M’ to 
create a valid authenticated encryption message 
for the specified verifier. He/she should choose the 
random numbers t’ and u’, and then compute C1’, 
C2’, and r’. If the attacker can find an s’ which 
satisfies the equation M = r⊕ h( ))(( pVrhBsX ⋅−⋅ ), 
then he/she will succeed in forging attack. 
However, he/she will encounter the intractability 
of solving the ECDL and OWHF assumptions. 

4. Unforgeability of the signatures 
Without knowing the signer’s private key, an 

attacker cannot succeed in forging a valid 
signature (r, s), because it is also protected by the 
ECDL and OWHF assumptions. 

5. The property of non-repudiation  
In the proposed authenticated encryption 

scheme, the receiver can release the recovered 
signature to a third party, and thus the signer 
cannot deny sending the signature. Moreover, 
because of the unforgeability, the signer cannot 
deny creating the authenticated encryption 
message. 

 

4  Implementation 
In this section, we will present the implementation of 
the proposed security schemes for protecting 
Linux-based mobile agent networks in an electronic 
auction application. In this paper, we simulate all of 
the security schemes by developing an electronic 
auction system using Java, where users are bidders 
and agent hosts are Linux-based auction servers. 

In Fig. 1, it shows a user registers to SA in the key 
generation phase. In Fig. 2, we simulate the proxy 
signature scheme such that a user can launch the 
mobile agent to sign contract with the host. For 
simulating the proxy authenticated encryption 
scheme, we also do the same action as the proxy 
signature scheme, as shown in Fig. 3. However, the 
difference between the proxy signature scheme and 
the proxy authenticated encryption scheme is that the 
proxy authenticated encryption scheme can both 
encrypt and sign a message in a logically single step. 

  
 
5  Conclusion 
This paper discusses about the security of mobile 
agents in electronic business applications. We focus 
on the cryptographic solutions for the confidentiality, 
integrity, and non-repudiation in mobile agent based 
consumer electronic applications. In order to protect 

the security of e-commerce transactions, we propose 
several appropriate security schemes for the 
mobile-agent-based networks. The proposed schemes 
are constructed based on the elliptic curve 
cryptosystem based self-certified public key 
cryptosystem, and therefore they do not need to 
spend extra time to verify the signature in the digital 
certificate as used in the certificate-based 
cryptosystem, when checking the validity of public 
key. Also, the security requirement of signers’ 
non-repudiation is achieved actually. 

Furthermore, we also implement all of the 
proposed security schemes to demonstrate our 
security schemes can practically carry out the 
security requirements of confidentiality, integrity, 
and non-repudiation for protecting mobile agent 
based consumer electronic applications. 
  

  

 
Fig. 1. Key generation 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. Proxy signature scheme 
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Fig. 3. Proxy authenticated encryption scheme 
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